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How Well Do Science Teachers Do? Differences in Teacher-Student Interpersonal Behavior Between Science Teachers and Teachers of Other (School) Subjects
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Abstract: The differences in teacher interpersonal behavior between science classes and other subject classes in secondary education are investigated using the Questionnaire on Teacher Interaction (QTI). Multilevel analysis of variance was used on an existing Dutch data set containing 44,353 students and 605 teachers. 8,503 students (19.2 percent) reported on science teachers. Science teachers were perceived as less dominant and less cooperative. Science teachers perceived themselves as less cooperative. Dominance and cooperation are known to be favorable for learning results and students’ subject related attitudes. Hence, science teachers’ different interpersonal behavior contributes to lower appreciation and higher perceived difficulty levels for students regarding the science subjects.
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1. RATIONALE

During the last 25 years various studies have been conducted on students’ and teachers’ perceptions of teacher-student interpersonal behavior. Several of these studies have used the same framework to study these perceptions: the Model for Interpersonal Teacher Behaviour (MITB) [1, 2]. This model maps (perceptions of) the teacher-student interpersonal relationship in terms of two, independent dimensions, Influence (the degree to which the teacher controls communication) and Proximity (the degree to which the teacher and students display closeness rather than opposition and conflict). The model is based on the work of psychologist Timothy Leary [3] which has been used in various research domains, such as education, psychology, pedagogy and communication. In education, studies starting from the MITB have also used the same research instrument, the Questionnaire on Teacher Interaction or QTI [1, 2]. These studies originate from a host of countries and address a variety of topics [4-16]. In fact, the number of studies investigating teacher-student interpersonal relationships using this instrument has been reported well over 120 and comprises research in more than 30 countries [17]. These studies have investigated links between teacher-student interpersonal relationships and student outcomes, links with perceptions of other teacher behaviors, have established interpersonal profiles, links with teacher non-verbal behaviors, have mapped the development of interpersonal behavior during the teaching career, have investigated the effects of student and teacher background characteristics – such as gender, ethnicity, age, experience - class and school characteristics - such as class or school size, ethnic and gender distribution, school type - on student perceptions of the teacher-student relationship and investigated links with assessment and educational innovations, among many other topics [17, 18].

Most of these studies have been conducted within secondary education and within the science subjects (math, chemistry, physics, biology), although other subjects have been studied as well [19, 20]. However, studies comparing perceptions of teacher interpersonal behavior between different school subjects have been rare and in cases where subject taught was investigated, it was not the variable of central concern [21]. The present study compares perceptions of students (and teachers) of the teacher-student interpersonal behavior between science teachers and teachers of other school subjects.

Such a comparison may be interesting and relevant for a number of reasons. First, in many countries few students decide to pursue a career in science or mathematics and only a small number of students enroll in science classes [22, 23]. Although there may be many reasons for this, undoubtedly the teacher and his or her behavior will also play an important role. Research in the field of teacher-student interpersonal behavior unmistakably shows that perceptions of interpersonal behavior are related to subject-related attitudes such as pleasure, interest, effort, confidence and relevance [9, 17, 20]. If it can be shown that certain behaviors or styles are less prevalent among science teachers, this information can be used to start professional development activities or to make teachers become aware of these different styles.

Secondly, many students may have prototypical images or even stereotypical images (or prejudices) of science, scientists and science teachers. Taconis & Kessels [24]
found that science teachers are perceived less socially attractive and competent than teachers of other subjects. Such images may affect the way in which students interact with their teachers and the way they perceive this interaction. On the other hand, such images may also reflect the actual interaction patterns in classroom [25-27].

Third, science teachers themselves may have specific beliefs regarding their subject and the way it should be taught [28, 29]. For example, there is some evidence that some teachers regard the knowledge of their subject as more absolute and of higher status compared with other subjects, which in turn may result in less student-directed and more subject-directed teaching styles [28]. This in turn may lead to different perceptions of interpersonal behavior by teachers themselves and by their students.

Finally, it has been suggested that the nature of school subjects may have a direct impact on the appropriateness or necessity of particular teaching interactions. Den Brok et al. [20] found in an in-depth study comparing 45 Physics teachers and 52 EFL (English Foreign language) teachers, that Physics teachers were rated lower on dominance than EFL teachers. His respondents indicated that in many EFL classes small tasks with many subtasks were used, requiring many corrections by teachers, and this was offered as an explanation for the relatively high score on dominance found for EFL teachers.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: TEACHER-STUDENT INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR

The conceptualization of teacher-student interpersonal behavior as used in the present study has been described by Wubbels and Levy [30] and Wubbels et al. [17] in detail and we only summarize it here. The conceptualization is based on the perception of students (and teachers) of the behavior of the teacher. Students’ perceptions are studied with the Leary-based [3] Model for Interpersonal Teacher Behavior [1, 2].

The model maps interpersonal teacher behavior along two dimensions: Influence (DS, Dominance – Submission) and Proximity (CO, Cooperation - Opposition). The Influence dimension represents the degree of dominance or control displayed by the teacher, while Proximity describes the level of cooperation between teacher and students. The two dimensions can be represented in a coordinate system divided into eight equal sectors (see Fig. 1). The sectors are labeled DC, CD, and so on, according to their position on the graph. The sectors of the model describe eight different behavior types: Leadership, Helpful/Friendly, Understanding, Student Freedom, Uncertain, Dissatisfied, Admonishing behavior and Strictness.

The Questionnaire on Teacher Interaction (QTI) was developed in The Netherlands in 1984 to gather student and
teacher perception data [1, 2] based on the Model for Interpersonal Teacher Behavior. Research with the QTI has resulted in a vast and evolving knowledge base on teacher-student interpersonal behavior [17, 19, 21, 30].

Using data gathered with the QTI, researchers in The Netherlands derived a typology of interpersonal teaching styles [31, 32]. A graphical display of the eight types is presented in Fig. (2). The eight types can be characterized by means of the two dimensions in the Model for Interpersonal Teacher Behavior (see Fig. 2). The Authoritative, Tolerant/Authoritative and Tolerant profiles are patterns in which students perceive their teachers relatively high on the Proximity Dimension, with the Tolerant type lowest on the Influence Dimension. Less cooperative than these three types are the Directive, Uncertain/Tolerant, and Drudging profiles, with the Uncertain/Tolerant type lowest on the Dominance Dimension. The least cooperative pattern of interpersonal relationships is demonstrated by the Repressive and Uncertain/Aggressive types. Repressive teachers are the most dominant of all eight types.

Various studies [33] have indicated that these types of patterns of interpersonal relationships relate to student’s attitudes and student’s achievement. The Directive, Authoritative and Tolerant/Authoritative styles are related to high student attitudes, while the Repressive style relates to low student attitudes. The Repressive style, however, is also associated with high student achievement. The Uncertain and Uncertain/Aggressive styles are associated with low student achievement.

3. SUBJECT-RELATED DIFFERENCES IN TEACHER-STUDENT INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR

A small number of studies have investigated subject-related differences in students’ and teachers’ perceptions. In one study in the USA [21], using multilevel analysis and investigating a large number of other variables as well, differences were found in students’ perceptions on QTI scale scores according to the subject taught. Students in science/math classes perceived their teachers lower on the Leadership (DC) and Understanding (CS) scales than

Fig. (2). Graphic representations and descriptions of the 8 types of patterns of interpersonal relationships. The associated performance is based on Brekelmans, Wubbels, & Levy (1993).
Interpersonal Behavior and Subject Differences

students in all other subjects, while students in social science classes (Geography, Economy, History) perceived their teachers as more Uncertain (SO) than students in all other subject classes. Effect sizes in the Levy et al. [21] study were strong and represented about half a standard deviation in scale scores.

Den Brok et al. [20] compared students’ perceptions of Physics \((n=45)\) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers \((n=52)\) for two separate samples each concerning either of the subjects. Using only interpersonal dimension scores they found Physics teachers to be perceived as less cooperative and slightly less dominant than EFL teachers. They also found differential effects of teacher-student interpersonal behavior on student outcomes between the two subjects. Interpersonal behavior seemed to have a larger effect on pleasure and confidence for physics teachers, while for EFL teachers it had a larger effect on achievement scores and perceived relevance of the subject. Influence was (slightly) positively related to achievement with physics, and substantially positively related to pleasure, relevance and effort. For EFL classes, Influence was only positively related to effort. Influence was negatively related to confidence in both subject samples. Proximity was positively related to all student outcomes for both subjects, except for achievement where no association was found for physics classes.

Wubbels and Levy [30] discussed subject-related differences in students’ and teachers’ perceptions comparing data from both the USA and The Netherlands. They found mathematics teachers to be the most dominant of all subject teachers, together with foreign language teachers, while social science teachers were perceived as least dominant. These patterns were found both in students’ perceptions as well as in teachers’ self-perceptions. Differences were most prominent for the Strict scale (DO) and for the Student Freedom scale (SC). They also interviewed the teachers as to why these differences might have occurred. Teachers argued that in math and foreign language classes, whole-class instruction occurs more often than in other subject classes, requiring stronger adherence to and enforcement of class rules. Moreover, the teachers argued that their subjects required much correcting (in the case of languages both on content and linguistics), resulting in higher dominance (and lower cooperation) perceptions.

4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

So far, only a few studies have been conducted to evaluate subject-specific differences in teacher-student interpersonal relationships involving the science - non-science dividing line. In this article, the following research questions are investigated:

- To what degree can different (distributions of) interpersonal profiles be found in teachers’ and students’ perceptions of teacher-student interpersonal behavior between science teachers and teachers of (all) other subjects?

5. METHOD

5.1. Sample

To investigate the above research questions, we reanalyzed an already existing data base on students’ and teachers’ perceptions of the interpersonal behavior of teachers in Dutch secondary education. The data pertain to QTI data collected during the school years 2004-2005 and 2005-2006. The use of an existing data base implied that only limited information was available with respect to background characteristics of respondents.

Students’ perceptions on the QTI were collected with 44,353 students, located in 1,820 classes from 605 teachers in 201 secondary education schools from all across the Netherlands. As such, the dataset contained approximately one third of the total Dutch population of schools. Students were distributed over different school types that are common in the Dutch secondary educational system: 17,547 students were located in the pre-university track (39.6 percent), 12,607 students in the intermediate secondary education track (28.4 percent), and 14,199 in the pre-vocational education track (32.0 percent). In total, 11.7 percent of the students were taught by a teacher in a teacher education program, or by a teacher with less than two years of experience (beginning teachers), the remainder was taught by more experienced teachers. Students were from all grade levels of secondary education (7 though 12) with a majority (68.6 percent) located in the first three years.

The teachers of these students taught different school subjects, but 8,503 students (19.2 percent) reported perceptions on science teachers; distribution within the science domain were as follows: 1,497 students in Physics classes (17.6 percent), 1,466 students in Chemistry classes (17.2 percent), 3,228 in Biology classes (38.0 percent) and 2,312 in Mathematics classes (27.2 percent). Gender distribution was approximately equal; the sample contained 52.2 percent girls.

Teacher self-perception data were available for most classes in which students’ perceptions had been collected, and in some cases self-perception data were available even if no students’ perceptions had been gathered. In total, self-perception data were available for 910 teachers and 1,797 of their classes. Distribution across school subjects was as follows: 614 pre-vocational education classes (34.2 percent), 596 intermediate secondary education classes (33.2 percent), and 587 pre-university education classes (32.6 percent). The teacher perception sample contained data of 247 beginning teachers’ classes, the remainder belonging to classes of experienced teachers. Distribution across school subjects was as follows: 390 science classes (21.7 percent), with 67 Physics classes (17.2 percent of the science subject classes), 72 Chemistry classes (18.5 percent), 148 Biology classes (37.9 percent) and 103 Mathematics classes (26.4 percent). Unfortunately, no information was available on teacher gender.
Table 1. Number of Items, Reliability and Typical Item for the QTI-Scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Nitems</th>
<th>Alpha (Student Level)</th>
<th>Typical Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC Leadership</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>S/he is a good leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD Helpful/friendly</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>S/he is someone we can depend on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS Understanding</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>If we have something to say s/he will listen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC Student freedom</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>S/he gives us a lot of free time in class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO Uncertain</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>S/he seems uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS Dissatisfied</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>S/he is suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD Admonishing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>S/he gets angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO Strict</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>S/he is strict</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Alpha is based on den Brok, Brekelmans, & Wubbels (2006), who used the same sample as that of the current study.

5.2. Instrumentation

All respondents completed the original, Dutch 77-items version of the QTI [1, 2]. The psychometric quality of the QTI has been established in a range of studies and is generally accepted as very good [2, 34, 35]. The items are answered on a five-point Likert-type scale. These items are divided into eight scales which conform to the eight sectors of the model. Table 1 presents a typical item and the number of items for each scale.

In the present study we analyzed the teacher-student relationship in terms of dimension scores. To summarize the scale scores by means of dimension scores we use linear combinations of the scale scores. We designate the two linear combinations of the eight scores as an Influence (DS)-score and a Proximity (CO)-score. The higher these scores are, the more dominance (DS) or cooperation (CO) is perceived in the behavior of a teacher. In addition to dimension scores we use graphic representations of the eight scale scores ("interpersonal profiles") to report on the teacher-student relationship.

5.3. Analyses

To answer the first research question, multilevel analyses of variance were performed with the software package MLN for Windows. In these analyses, three levels were distinguished in the data: a student, teacher-class and school level. Influence (DS) and Proximity (CO) perception scores were used as the dependent variables. Three models were fitted to the data. First, outcomes for empty models were established, showing the amount of variance for each of the two dimensions separately at the three different levels. Next, a subject model was fitted, in which school subject (science versus other subjects) was entered as an independent variable. Finally, a model was fitted in which, apart from school subject, a number of covariates was taken along, namely school type track (two variables, intermediate general secondary education as binary variable (1 meaning the school type to be ‘true’) and pre-university education as binary variable (pre-vocational education was used as the baseline); student gender (1 being male, 0 being female); experience (1 being beginning teacher, 0 experienced teacher); and grade level (running from 1 to 6, higher numbers representing higher grade levels).

In a similar fashion, teacher self-perceptions were also analyzed with multilevel analyses of variance. These analyses contained two levels, being teacher-class and school. Again, three similar types of models were tested. The third model contained only school type track and teacher experience (0 being beginner, 1 being experienced) as covariates.

For the third research question, data were first aggregated to the teacher-class level for the student perception data set. Then, scale scores were compared to an existing interpersonal typology [17, 31, 32] and classes were allocated to the interpersonal profile they most resembled. In a cross-tabular analysis, the distribution of profiles between science classes and other subject classes was compared (using the Chi-squared statistic).

6. RESULTS

6.1. Students’ Perceptions of their Teachers

The outcomes of the multilevel analyses on students’ perceptions of their teachers’ interpersonal behavior show an interesting pattern. With respect to Influence, it can be seen in Table 2 that more than half the variance is related to levels above the student. Science teachers are perceived significantly lower on the Influence dimension, and this remains after the inclusion of covariates. The results also show that pre-university students perceive their teachers as less dominant, that boys perceive their teachers as less dominant than girls do, that beginning teachers are perceived lower in terms of dominance compared to their more experienced colleagues and that students in the higher grade levels also perceive less dominance than students in lower grade levels. The difference in perception between science teachers and other teachers is quite strong; it explains 1.2 percent of the total variance (which corresponds to one third of the total variance explained by all variables). Moreover, the effect size of school-subject is equally high as that of school type track (pre-university) and grade level, but higher than the effect size of gender.

Table 3 shows that variance distribution between levels is roughly similar for Proximity. Science teachers are not perceived lower on the Proximity dimension compared with colleagues of other subjects when school-subject is considered the only explanatory variable. However, the science teachers are perceived significantly lower on
Proximity after inclusion of all covariates in the model. Students in higher grade levels and pre-university students perceive more Proximity than younger students and students in other tracks, boys perceive less Proximity than girls. With Proximity, however, the effect of school subject is not very strong. It explains no variance in the Proximity score and its effect size is equal or lower compared with the effect sizes of the other (significant) covariates.

6.2. Teachers' Self Perceptions

Table 4 seems to suggest that science teachers perceive themselves slightly (but significantly) lower on the Influence dimension. However, the school-subject effect disappears after the inclusion of covariates. Moreover, the effect size of subject taught is marginal and the total amount of variance explained in Influence is minimal (0.6 percent).

In Table 5 it can be seen that teachers in the science subjects perceive themselves similar to teachers of other subjects when that is considered as the only explanatory variable, but they perceive themselves significantly less cooperative when other covariates are entered into the model. Although the overall effect of subject taught seems to be minimal (no variance is explained), its effect size is larger than the effect size of all other covariates.

6.3. Interpersonal Profiles

The findings of the multilevel analyses are to some degree reflected in a comparison of interpersonal profiles between science teachers and teachers of other subjects. A significant difference in distribution over the eight profiles is found between science teachers and the other teachers (Table 6).

It appears that science teachers are relatively less often perceived as Directive, Authoritative or Tolerant/Authoritative compared with teachers of other subjects, but relatively more often as Tolerant and Uncertain/Tolerant. In a similar
fashion, science teachers perceive themselves relatively less often as Authoritative or Tolerant/Authoritative, but relatively more often as Tolerant, Uncertain/Tolerant and to some degree Uncertain/Aggressive. Fig. (3) shows that same results on students’ perceptions in a circular plot which allows the easy interpretation that the average science teachers’ position seems to be shifted towards the lower left quadrant.

Table 4. Teachers Self Perceptions of Influence (DS) Regression Coefficients Significant (at α=.05) and Variance Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Empty Model</th>
<th>Subject Model</th>
<th>Teaching Model</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject (1=science)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>-.001(ns)</td>
<td>-.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School type (intermediate)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School type (pre-university)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience (1=beginner)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>100.0 %</td>
<td>99.4 %</td>
<td>93.4 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explained</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6 %</td>
<td>6.6 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2log(like)</td>
<td>-517.90</td>
<td>-522.98</td>
<td>-622.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference log (df)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.08 (1)</td>
<td>99.95 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Teachers Self Perceptions of Proximity (CO) Regression Coefficients Significant (at α=.05) and Variance Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Empty Model</th>
<th>Subject Model</th>
<th>Teaching Model</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject (1=science)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.04 (ns)</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School type (intermediate)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.04 (ns)</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School type (pre-university)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience (1=beginner)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.07 (ns)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>77.1 %</td>
<td>77.1 %</td>
<td>76.6 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>22.9 %</td>
<td>22.9 %</td>
<td>22.9 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explained</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0 %</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2log(like)</td>
<td>1837.16</td>
<td>1834.45</td>
<td>1820.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference log (df)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.71(1)(ns)</td>
<td>14.37 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Distribution of Interpersonal Profiles for Science Classes and Other Subject Classes (within Subject Group Percentages Shown in Brackets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Student Perceptions</th>
<th>Teacher Self-Perceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Other Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive</td>
<td>30 (10.0)</td>
<td>245 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritative</td>
<td>32 (10.6)</td>
<td>332 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerant/authoritative</td>
<td>47 (15.6)</td>
<td>263 (17.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerant</td>
<td>94 (31.2)</td>
<td>303 (19.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain/tolerant</td>
<td>57 (18.9)</td>
<td>172 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain/aggressive</td>
<td>18 (5.9)</td>
<td>67 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repressive</td>
<td>- (0.0)</td>
<td>25 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drudging</td>
<td>23 (7.6)</td>
<td>109 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/unclassifiable</td>
<td>- (0.0)</td>
<td>3 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>301 (100.0)</td>
<td>1519 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-squared (df), (p-value)</td>
<td>55.75 (8), (p &lt; .00)</td>
<td>64.60 (8), (p &lt; .00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study investigated differences in perceptions of teachers and students regarding teachers’ interpersonal behavior between science teachers and other subject teachers. For this purpose, a large existing data base was reanalyzed with multilevel analyses of variance, correcting the effect of subject for other covariates. Classroom patterns of interpersonal relationships were categorized within eight types as well.

Some differences in student perceptions were found related to subject taught. Science teachers were perceived as less dominant and less cooperative (only after correction for covariates). These patterns were also found in teachers’ self-perceptions, though less pronounced and again only after correction for covariates. Nevertheless, our findings seem to converge with the few previous studies investigating this topic (though often with less advanced means and smaller data sets), such as the studies by den Brok et al. [20] and Levy et al. [21].

Several explanations may explain these differences. As mentioned in the introduction section, students may hold different and prototypical views of their science teachers – sometimes even taking the form of prejudices – and hence project negative views onto their perceptions [24-27]. Another explanation might lie in differences in the beliefs of teachers regarding (teaching) their subject; it has been suggested that science teachers are more subject-oriented and less student-oriented than teachers of other subjects [28]. Yet another explanation might lie in the learning activities and classroom organization initiated by teachers. Prior studies suggest that in some subjects, such as math and physics, more whole-class teaching and use of small problem-solving tasks may be observed, which again might result in differences in interaction patterns and hence perceptions of the teacher-student interpersonal relationship [30]. However, since the present study did not collect any data from students or teachers regarding their attitudes and beliefs regarding the subject and teaching methods, all of these explanations remain speculative. Future research could shed more light on this issue.

Our results also show that subject-related differences sometimes may be hidden behind (or overlap with) other variables. For researchers it is important to realize that differences in perceptions that appear to relate to gender (or gender distribution in classroom), teacher experience or school type sometimes may actually be differences that can be attributed to the subject taught. Although subject-related differences appeared to have modest effects on perceptions they appeared as separate effects nevertheless. Though such effects explained numerically small portions of variance, these effects are practically significant since the effect sizes are in the same order or larger than for instance gender or school-type effects.

The result can alternatively be expressed by stating that the interpersonal profiles of science teachers are significantly less often Directive, Authoritative or Tolerant-Authoritative, and more often Tolerant or Uncertain/Tolerant. These interpersonal styles are known to be associated with particular learning outcomes [33]. Tolerant or Uncertain/Tolerant styles, which are relatively abundant with science teachers, are associated with moderate student attitudes. The Authoritative and Directive styles are associated with positive attitudes towards the subjects, but these are less abundant with science teachers. Hence, science teachers’ interpersonal style may be an element contributing to the low attitudes toward the sciences found in many modern western countries [36].

We did not investigate differences between the various (science) subjects and concentrated on the science – non-science watershed. Future research could investigate such differences. Relevant differences may exist and a next possible step in our endeavors might lie in a more detailed analysis of subject differences and in relating such differences to variables such as curriculum content or structure and lesson time available for the subject, among other possible variables. Such future studies would require the collection of original data and might include new subjects. A study comparing students’ perceptions of Turkish science students between Biology, Chemistry and Physics found, for example, significant differences between these
subjects, with Physics teachers being perceived lower on both interpersonal dimensions compared to teachers of the other two subjects [37]. One may wonder whether similar differences will be found in other cultures or countries, such as The Netherlands.

Another possible next step might be the creation of a new study, linking perceptions of teachers and students to other relevant variables such as beliefs in the subject and the knowledge involved in the subject, stereotypical images in students’ and teachers’ beliefs in their subject and subject teachers, a wider variety of personality and personal background characteristics, etc. Moreover, such studies could be conducted including a variety of research methods, such as interviews with students and teachers, rep-grids, concept mapping, etc.

The results provide several suggestions for policy and practice. Because of the consistency of the differences found in teacher-student interpersonal relationships between science and non-science classes, it seems wise for teacher education and professional development programmes to pay more attention to the nature of the subject as an explanatory factor for teacher-student interactions in order to make student teachers aware of these differences. In relation to creating such awareness other topics should be addressed as well, such as differences in beliefs and attitudes that teachers and students may hold and the effect of these views on teacher-student interaction and perceptions. The results also suggest that paying extra attention to the interpersonal competence of teachers in science teacher education programmes may be beneficial, as training verbal and non-verbal behaviors related to high proximity and influence may lead to different perceptions of the teacher-student interpersonal relationship. Instruments such as the QTI may be helpful in this process, as they help student teachers to reflect on their own perceptions, those of their students and differences between these, and because they provide an instant picture of the relationship that is easy to grasp.
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